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A SHORT NOTE ON THE FULL JACOBI GROUP

YOUNGJU CHOIE

(Communicated by William Adams)

Abstract. The full Jacobi group has been defined to study Jacobi forms. The

full Jacobi group has properties similar to the modular group. In this note we

investigate properties of the full Jacobi group to get generators and relations.

1. Introduction

Recently, there have been many studies on the Jacobi forms. Jacobi forms

are a mixture of modular forms and elliptic functions. Even though the classical

examples are given as the Jacobi theta functions and the Fourier coefficients of

Siegel modular forms of genus two, systematic studies have been developed only

recently. They are closely related to half integral weight modular form, period

of modular form, Heegner points, etc. [see, for example, [1]).
The full Jacobi group has been defined to study Jacobi forms. The full Jacobi

group has properties similar to the modular group. In this note we investigate

properties of the full Jacobi group to get generators and relations. The relations

among the elements in the group will be a useful tool for studying the period

of Jacobi forms.

2. Definitions and theorem

Let T( 1 ) be a modular group, that is, a set of 2 by 2 matrices with integer

entries and the determinant 1. The Jacobi group is defined as followings;

Definition 2.1. r(l)y :=T(1) oc Z2 = {[M, X]\M £ Y(l), X £ Z2}. This set
T( 1Y forms a group under a group law [M, X][M', X'] = [MM', XM' + X'],
and is called the full Jacobi group.

Here, we use the following notation.

Notation 2.1.

o '■(! ■;). »-(.,)■ '--». '-(¿ï)-
First of all we state the following well-known lemma without proof (see [3],
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Lemma 2.1. (1) T(l) is generated by S and T. Every element M gT(1) can

be written in the form

(2) M^S^TS^T-TS9",    forqt£Z (0<i<n).

(2) Since S and T generate the group Y'( 1 ), so do T and P = -TS, for

S = TP.
(3) The generators T and P of the group F(l) satisfy the relations

(3) r4 = P3 = /,        T2P = PT2,

and these are defining relations for T(l).

We have a similar result on the full Jacobi group.   We use the following

notation.

Notation 2.2.

G0 = [5, (0,0)],        Gi = [5,(1,0)],        G2 = [T, (1,0)],

(4) Gi = [7,(1,0)],        04 = 17,(0,1)],        IJ = [I, (0,0)],

V = G\GX = {-TS, (1, -1)1,        R = G¡G0 = [-TS, (0, -1)].

Now we state the main theorem.

Theorem 2.1. (1) r(l)y is generated by Gx and G7; every element [M, (X, p)]

£ T(l)J can be written in the form

(5) [M,(X, p)] = GfG2G?G2 ■ ■ ■ G2G? ,

where q¡ £ Z   (0 < i < n).
(2) T(l)J is generated by Go and G2.  [M, (X, p)] £ Y(l)J can be written

in the form

(6) [M,(X, p)] = GftGiG«G2■ ■ ■ G2G% ,

where q¡ £ Z   (0 < i < n).
(3) T(1)J  is generated by G2 and V.   The generators G2 and V of the

group T(l)J satisfy the relations

(7) G2^3 = /y'

VG\ = [I, (-1, -2)]G\V = G2[I, (1, 2)]V = G\V[I, (-2, -I)],

and these are defining relations for T(l)J .

(4) T(l)7 is generated by G2 and R.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. (1) Let r^ub be a subgroup generated by Gi, G2 , G3,

and G4 . We first claim that TJsub = T(l)-/ ; it is clear that TJub c r(l)J . To
prove the other direction we have the following from Lemma 2.1:

(8) G?G2GfG2 ■ ■ ■ G2G? = [M, (X', p')],    for (X', p') £ Z2.

Therefore, for any [M, (X, p)] £ T(l)J, there exist integers a, ß £ Z such

that

(9) [M, (X, p)] = Gf G2Gf G2-G2G? [I, (a, ß)] = [M, (X', p')]Ga3Gß4.

So we checked that r/ub = r(l)y .
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Next we show that r^ub = TJ , where TJ is generated only by Gx and G2 .

We claim that G3, G4 G fJ . It is easy to check that

C74 = [7,(0, 1)] = (G2GX)2G\(GX G2)(GXG2)\

G3 = G2G^G2.

(2) It is sufficient to show that Go and G2 generate Gx and G2. Since

G22Go = [-5,(1, 0)] and G2(GoG2)3G2 = [-1, (0, 0)], we get Gx = [S, (1, 0)]

= G|(G0G2)3Go. We also note that G0-xG22(GoG2)7'Go = G3. The remaining

proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1 ( 1 ).

(3) Since Gx and G2 generate the group T(l)J, so do G2 and V, for

Gx = G2 V. Furthermore, we can easily check that G2 and V satisfy the

relations (7). Suppose now that an arbitrary relation is given which we assume

without restriction to have the form

(11) Ge2' Vs'G*22Vs*--- GE2"Vs"G\n+X = IJ,    where e,, 0¡ £ Z.

By applying (7), we can find the unique pair of integers (a, ß) such that

(12) GE2'[I, (a,ß)]Vs>G2V0iG2---G2Vs»G£2" = IJ ,

where ei, e„+i = 0, 1, 2, or 3, f5, = 1 or 2, and n > 0.
After a suitable multiplication by G2 we obtain

(13) [I,(a,ß)]V^G2V^G2---G2V0" = G&2,

where ¿, = 1 or 2, Ô = 0, 1, 2, or 3, and n > 0. Then this representation

becomes

[I,(a,ß)]Vs'G2V^G2---G2V0"

(14) =[Ps<TPs>T---TPó",(a', ß')]

= [Ts , (a" , ß")],     for some a', ß', a" , ß" £ Z.

So we have that

(15) p^TpôiT...Tpê„ = r<5;

where a,; = 1 or 2, ô = 0, 1, 2, or 3, and n > 0. However, this is not possible

for n > 1 by Lemma 2.1(3). So equation (7) is the only relation in the group

IW.
(4) Since Go = G2R, the group r(l)y is generated by G2 and 7?.

From the above theorem, we get the following corollary.

Corollary 2.1. (1) The generators Gx  and G2 of the group T(l)J satisfy the

relations

G\ = (G3G03 = IJ ,

(16) GXG2 = [I, (2, -l)]G2Gx = G\[I, (-2, 1)]G,

= G22G,[7, (-2,-1)]

and these are defining relations for Y( 1 )J .
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(2) The generators Go and G2 of the group F(l)J satisfy the relations

G42 = (G23G0)3 = IJ,

(17) G0G2 = [7, (0, l)]G22Go = G22[7, (0, -1)]G0

= G22G0[7,(0,-1)]

and these are defining relations for T(l)J .

(3) The generators R and G2 of the group T(l)J satisfy the relations

(18) G24 = 7cW,

7?G22 = [7, (1, 0)]G27? = G22[7, (-1, 0)]7? = G22R[I, (0,-1)]

and these are defining relations for T(l)J .

Proof of Corollary 2.1. (1) Since V = G\GX and F3 = IJ , we get (G^Gi)3 =

IJ . Also, GXG\ = G2VG2 = G2[I, (-1, -2)]G2F = G2[7(-l, -2)]G3G2Gi =

[7,(2,-l)]G22G!.

(2) Since G0 = G3FG3(FG22)3G2 = G,[7, (-1,0)] = [7, (-1, 1)]G, , by
applying relations on (16), we get (17).

(3) Since 7? = G2Go , we get (18) by applying (17).
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